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Quote:

Dark_Wanderer wrote:
Here are a few contest ideas (Not in any order) We will be running. feel free to add to the list of ideas
you would like to see as well.

1. Create a Comic Image. Objective: 3 person teams working together. Hopefully getting all the HM
community into this one. Writers, Pencil, Digital Coloring, Photo Manipers and 3D. Teams will work
together starting with the writer coming up with a basic page or 2 of story, Pencil will  then create
their take on what they get from the story, creating a foundation on which the Digital color, Manioper
or 3D will create the end result.  The story, layout, and image will be displayed together. 

2. DarqueImages -  Mods pick a classic character that we really don't see in manips or other art
forms any more (The Rocketeer, Flash Gordon, The Phantom, etc.) and issue the challenge to create
a work with said character.

3. The rules of the contest was to only use the one shape to create a work of art. You can change the
color, size, and even warp the shape as long as it was evident that it was used

4. "Blank as Blank" Mods pick a superhero or even celebrity the challenge here is to have that
superhero or celebrity portray another hero. i.e. Batman as The Punisher.

5. Tribute a Heromorpher. The recent tributes to Wolf gave me this idea. Pretty much the same thing
only without the sad news that accompanied Wolf's tribute.

6. Tribute aa Specific character. i.e. All entries must be of Spawn or All entries must be of Spidey.

7. Superheroes for a cause. Picture this: "Black Cat for PETA" or "Aquaman's Save the Whales
Campaign".

Lots of really good ideas here!! 2 and 6 seem quite similar.  Speaking of which, I'd had an
unmentioned idea very similar to 7 that I'll toss out: "Super-marketers" Superheroes advertising a
product of their choosing.

Quote:

Machobubba wrote:
... I'm still thinking on the most recent one which way to go...

Yeah, me too, MB! 
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